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zen black
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libido

The Zen Black lamp features two rings
of light: a central one, in an intensive
shade (you can choose between red,
fluorescent orange and others, made
to order), and a matching glow of warm,
white light around the lamp. This will
make you your senses focused and help
you relax.

The Zen lamp shines in a circular shape
within the centre of a circle.
The light subtly shines from the whole
surface of the lamp. You can choose the
ambience you want for your room. The
shade and brightness can be adjusted
with a pilot (included), and the colours
can be animated in various ways.
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Zen and Libido series can be mounted
either on the wall or on the ceiling, and
the cable can be respectively either
hidden in the wall, or ended with a plug.
Zen is a milky circle, but Libido has a
shape that brings to mind many different associations.
The light source are LED strips - ecological and safe, allowing you to use them in
many different ways.
Zen and libido lamps are made to fullfill
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your needs - you will find a lamp in any
size and colour and for any purpose.
All lamps are made of acrylic glass. This
material is recyclable, so you can be
sure that if you take care to recycle the
lamp, it will get a second life.

